Smart Data Analysis – from Data to Insights and Actions
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**Abstract**

The value of Big Data lies in the insights we can obtain from the data to help our business. But, big data by itself does not directly tell you any insights. Data analysis is a key step to extract valuable insights from data. However, given the size and large number of dimensions in the data, data analysis is often very expensive, labor intensive, and inefficient. There is a great demand of smart analysis tools to help data scientists or analysts to discover and explore insights from data efficiently. Can we automate or semi-automate data analysis with the help of AI technologies? In this talk, we will introduce the technologies that Software Analytics group in Microsoft Research Asia has been innovating in the areas of auto-data insights, data visualization, conversational data analysis, etc. Most of these technologies have been integrated with Microsoft's products including Quick Insight in PowerBI, Auto Insight in Excel, Conversational data analysis in PowerBI, and AnnaTalk in Excel. A set of demos in this talk will show you how AI technologies can help users to quickly explore their data, automatically discover insights from data, drive actions through natural and intuitive interactions (e.g., natural language conversation).
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